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07/27/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #51 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 4 – 2325 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
The campaign continues to roll forward in good order although progress could certainly be better on 
the western end of the FLOT. Enemy air activity has dropped to almost nothing across the entire 
peninsula, with only sporadic forays south by lone fighters and bombers. The lack of enemy air activity 
is troubling because an intel scan of DPRK airbases shows that while many of the southern bases are 
damaged, certainly affecting operations there, the northern bases remain 100% capable. Since the 
enemy aircraft aren’t flying, they aren’t getting shot down, which means there has been a gradual 
increase in enemy aircraft inventories as re-supplies accumulate at their bases. This trend could 
foreshadow increased enemy air activity in coming days: 
 

 
 
Objective: 
 
The next mission is strike against the DPRK Southern Sector Air Defense Command located outside the 
eastern approaches of P’yongyang: 
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Planning/preflight: 
 
The strike will be accompanied by a 4-ship SEAD flight and a 4-ship CAP flight. The primary targets 
include the main depot, 5 barracks buildings and 2 heli-pads: 
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The approach to the target area should be in a relatively low-threat area. SAMs should not be a 
problem provided we stay south of the target and we don’t wander to off to the west into the heavily 
defended P’yongyang area or to the north-east where 2 different air defense battalions are stationed: 
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We will be carrying 8 GBU-32 JDAMs each and 4 Sidewinders: 
 

 
 
Debrief: 
 
My wingman looks on as my afterburner lights and I accelerate down the runway: 
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Climbing out I turn off my lights, set up my counter-measures panel and arm the first JDAM: 
 

 
 
Mohawk flight accelerates out in front of us to suppress any enemy air defenses that might 
unexpectedly pop-up in the target area: 
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Meanwhile Venus flight starts working with AWACS to assure any air threats stay off our backs. Venus 
flight is comprised of F-16CGs from our own squadron, as such they have no AMRAAMs, which make 
for a challenging CAP: 
 

 
 
AWACS soon calls out a bandit north-west for 50 miles. With the CAP flight limited to short range IR 
missiles only they are helpless to engage the target at long distance. Luckily a flight of F-14s is nearby 
and they quickly turn to engage the J-7 (MiG-21) with their long range Phoenix missiles. At over 50 
miles they engage and quickly dispatch the J-7: 
 

 
 
The J-7 had closed to within 20 miles before getting killed by the Phoenix and I can see the smudge of 
smoke marking his death through my HUD: 
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With the air threat mitigated, we turn to the task at hand and pull up the A2G radar: 
 

 
 
With the radar slaved to the target steer-point the JDAM FLIR image is automatically slaved to the 
target vicinity and the enemy compound is clearly visible on the right MFD: 
 

 
 
Slewing the FLIR cursor onto the heli-pads I order my wingman (#2) to engage them: 
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Meanwhile, I lock up the first barracks building and wait for the launch zone carat to drop into the 
launch range bar: 
 

 
 
At maximum range I hit the pickle button dropping my first JDAM. I immediately arm my next JDAM 
and repeat the process 4 more times, targeting a JDAM on each of the remaining barracks in a rapid 
fire process: 
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To ensure the destruction of the barracks I order the element (#3 and #4) to engage the barracks and 
I pull off my first run and orbit back to the south while my weapons fall toward their respective targets. 
As I make the turn the RWR chirps and the SA-2 sites guarding the approaches to P’yongyang, just to 
our west, light up on the display: 
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Seconds later my 5 JDAMs hit the barracks blowing them apart followed a fraction of a second later by 
#2’s JDAMs striking the helipads destroying them: 
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AWACS calls out new threats airborne, 340 degrees for 50 miles. Not close enough to fret about, but 
something to keep an eye on. Reversing our turn once again after gaining some separation from the 
strike area I turn northbound and lock up the primary target in the compound, the air defense 
command buildings: 
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Dropping my 3 remaining JDAMs on the main cluster of buildings I also order the flight to drop 
additional bombs on the same target to assure the total destruction of the compound instead of just 
damaging it. Soon massive explosions rip the compound apart as bomb after bomb impacts the site: 
 

 
 
With the primary target achieved, clean wings and 5000 lbs. of fuel remaining I set the autopilot to 
orbit just south of the target area while I reform my flight and await the aforementioned AWACS 
contacts to fly south into our engagement range. 
 

 
 
We can’t fly north-west to meet them head-on since they lie well within the air defense area 
surrounding P’yongyang. During one of the orbits the contact finally appears on my radar at 40 miles 
and a -29 symbol appears on the RWR: 
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This could be trouble. AWACS now identifies the contact as a lone J-11 and he is closing fast on our 
position. With only short range Sidewinders on our rails I briefly consider chalking it up and heading 
south toward home but the almost total lack of enemy air activity over the past few missions stokes 
the competitive fire within and I figure with a 4 to 1 advantage over the bandit we should be able to 
prevail even without long range missiles. 
 
As the J-11 closes the RWR starts shrieking and I hear the familiar “ripping” sound of the AA-12’s radar 
seeker. I turn and run, outdistancing the missile before bringing the flight back around to engage the 
Flanker head on. 
 

 
 
Cont… 
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Locking him back up at 20 miles I order the rest of my flight to engage hoping they might be able to 
take some of the pressure off me: 
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The J-11 starts jamming, but he is close enough for my radar to burn through and I retain my lock. 
Meanwhile the SA-2 sites have taken a renewed interest as our flight flirts with the edge of their 
engagement envelope: 
 

 
 
Well outside of the maximum range of my Sidewinder I launch a missile at the hard charging J-11 
hoping I can get him to take his nose off us and allow us to progress into a more evenly matched short 
range missile duel: 
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The J-11 is unfazed though and continues to bore in at us at high speed, calling my bluff with another 
AA-12 shot well within the “no-escape” range. I hear the call that my wingman (#2) has been hit! 
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I reef my jet around into a hard break turn all the while dumping chaff and flares hoping against hope 
that the missile will miss. The AA-12, however, is deadly when fired at the optimum range (like the 
AMRAAM) and there is no escape. The missile detonates behind me and my F-16 rolls out of control 
toward the ground: 
 

 
 
I’m already pointing downhill when I’m hit and as I experiment with the stick to see if I’ve got any 
control the Bitc*ing Betty implores “PULL UP…PULL UP” but my stick is useless and before I even have 
a chance to reach for the handles I plow into the earth in true lawn-dart fashion: 
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My wingmen take up the fight for their fallen leader with #3 taking two missile shots at the J-11: 
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Both Sidewinders sail wide as the J-11 aggressively evades and as the element comes screaming down 
out of the sky toward the wallowing J-11 I watch in horror as they desperately try to pull out of their 
dive and they drive straight into the ground! 
 

 
 
The entire engagement, from the first missile shot by the J-11 at 30 miles or so, lasts just 2 minutes 
and 42 seconds. The result: 4 downed F-16s and 1 almost-ace J-11…. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
The mission is a success. Every structure in the compound is completely destroyed rendering the 
compound 0% operational: 
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Taking on the J-11, even though he was severely outnumbered, was a foolhardy endeavor. With a full 
load of AA-12’s the J-11 never actually had to get within our Sidewinder range although eventually he 
did.  
 
Sometimes it takes a tragic mission end like this to be reminded of the deadly effectiveness of the 
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Flanker. 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
F4/1.08/SP3 
FreeFalcon 2 (can’t remember if it’s 2.1 or 2a..sorry..) 
Aeyes 1600 x 1200 super-pit 
*NEW* Twaelti’s NEW high-resolution tiles! (Awesome!) 
BMS .99 (yes I miss the smoke, but .99 is ROCK, like Prudential ROCK solid) 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Ulysses  
Member  
Member # 11828  
 

 posted 07-27-2004 18:40                       

Nice report, as always. Your decisions as flight leader continue to amaze me. 

From: Germany | Registered: Jul 2002  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 07-27-2004 18:42                          

quote: 

Originally posted by Ulysses: 
Your decisions as flight leader continue to amaze me. 

Lol..I think you mean "Your decisions as flight leader continue to baffle me." 
 
Hehe... 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Nift  
Member  
Member # 7573  
 

 posted 07-27-2004 19:17                       

OUCH!!!!! 
 
Curiosity really did kill the cat.   
 
I was wondering while reading whether the Su-27 (J-11) was going to have enough balls to 
close. But we are dealing with AI here. 
 
Could this be Col. Tomb’s son finally getting his chance for revenge???   
 
That was a great mission punctuated by some devastating results to the attacker. 
 
-------------------- 
"Men never do evil so completely and cheerfully as when they do it from religious conviction." 
-- Blaise Pascal 
 
"He who sacrifices freedom for security is neither free nor secure." 
-- Ben Franklin 
 
"If you try to idiot-proof a society, you get a society full of idiots." 
-- Winston Churchill? 

From: Duluth, GA, USA | Registered: Nov 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Wilko  
Member  
Member # 1154  
 

 posted 07-27-2004 19:38                       

Beach, I was thinking about your lack of 120's to be able to reach out and wack the baddies, in 
earlier missions I remember you swapping your loads to add more of them on, do you think 
that the computer waits for a certain time to resupply and not resupply based on your needs? 
 
-------------------- 
You take it easy.. And have a nice day :-) 

From: West Aussie | Registered: Aug 2000  |  IP: Logged 

Agent X20  
Member  
Member # 675  
 

 posted 07-27-2004 19:58                          

How quickly things can turn from "Excellent" to the complete opposite. 
 
Great report... and as you say every now and again you need a reminder just how tough those 
Su27s and Mig29s really are. Me I've been tangling with some Mig29s and they've shown a 
similar tendency to bore on in. 
 
Empty skies... all quiet and a lone, single, helpless Su27 (J11) does all that? Just as well there 
aren't more of 'em! 
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-------------------- 
KiwiSim 'Who said Kiwis couldn't fly?!' 

From: Wellington, New Zealand | Registered: Apr 2000  |  IP: Logged 

20mm  
Administrator  
Member # 2515  
 

 posted 07-27-2004 21:35                       

Simply amazing, errr, baffling, errr, well, both! Because we actually got two separate and 
distinct mission reports in this one. 
 
The first, the primary mission was an obvious success, well planned, executed, good use of 
wingmen, good use of ordnance. Hmmm, could be a promotion in there for this part. 
 
The second, ah, the second! Baffling. And amazing. A 4-ship flight of F-16's taken out directly 
or indirectly by a lone J-11, amazing! The decision to engage that J-11 with only AIM-9's, 
baffling!   
 
I'm kidding, of course, I've done sillier things in the time it's taken me to write this sentence! I 
do have a question though, given the decision to engage, would it have been better to strip off 
one wingmen, give him the attack command, and pull back while the J-11 and the "bait" 
engage. Once committed, split the flight and everyone engages. I love Monday morning 
quarterbacking in the summertime! 
 
Hmmmmm, I was just thinking about that J-11 pilot. Mighty skilled he was, mighty skilled. 
Seemed to know a lot about F-16's too. Hmmmm, now who do we know that has Viper 
experience, and may have recently returned to the "other side"? Yeah, I know, it was only an 
AI pilot. 
 
Or was it?   
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 

From: tucson, az, usa | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 07-27-2004 22:01                          

Nift - Yeah..I like to think it was a super pilot I was up against as opposed to a mediocre pilot 
that just scored on a dumb-ass F-16 flight..lol.. 
 
Wilko - I think the re-supplies are set at certain hour/day combos. I think I can look up when 
my next re-supply is. Whatever the case..I can't wait to get some AMRAAMs...! 
 
Agent - Yeah..good thing it was only one of them..lol..I haven't seen too many MiG-29s lately, 
mostly J-11s...as a matter of fact, throughout the whole campaign I'll bet J-11 sightings have 
outnumbered MiG-29 sightings 8 to 1 or so...maybe the Chinese have greater numbers of J-11s 
than the DPRK have of -29s..? 
 
20mm - I suspected it might be you...I'm pretty sure as that J-11 climbed away in smug victory 
he did a barrel roll and then turned on his FLASHING BEACONS! Oh dear.... 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

MolonLabe  
Member  
Member # 19679  
 

 posted 07-28-2004 00:02                       

BeachAV8r vs. J-11 =  
 
PWNED!!!!111 
 
Seriously Beach, when you drop the JDAMs you just lock up your radar on the target and do a 
CCRP? I thought there was a bunch of BS having to do with putting coordinates in the ICP and 
stuff. 

Registered: May 2004  |  IP: Logged 

Harry-the-Ruskie  
Member  
Member # 9822  
 

 posted 07-28-2004 02:28                       

MolonLabe, 
 
Do a keyword search for 'JDAM' on this Forum. There is a recent thread listing an excellent 
JDAM deployment tutorial. 
 
Beach, 
 
Excellent report. I'm chomping on the bits to get into the campaign proper but I'm still very 
much in the F4 training syllabus. Right now I'm training hard on landing and shooting Touch 
and Go's. Next up - In flight refueling. 
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The J11 sounds like a nasty customer. 
 
HTR 
 
-------------------- 
A Sopwith Camel is like a moody wife. Loved for its sensitivity, but punishing at the slightest 
lapse of attention. 

From: Malaysia | Registered: Mar 2002  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 07-28-2004 08:46                          

PWNED! is right!   
 
Funny thing though..as the J-11 rocketed away north-bound I heard this broadcast on guard: 
 
"All your base belong to us.." 
 
(Sounded a LOT like 20mm's voice...yeah..) 
 
Hehe..anyway..Molon, the JDAM can be targeted two ways I think. The first is pre-planned 
guidance using GPS, which basically means the bomb follows GPS guidance to a specific point 
on the ground. Obviously this is great for stationary, fixed and known location targets. In 
Falcon 4 you can use this technique by using what people refer to as "precision waypoints". 
Apparently when you are in the Intel screens you can precisely target the structure or building 
you want and the exact latitude/longtitude can they be entered into either the strike steerpoint 
or the weapons targeting itself (I'm not sure which..I've never used this technique yet..)  
 
The second way to target a JDAM is "in-flight", which is the way I do it. According to the 
literature I've read, the data fed to the bomb can be updated via whatever targeting 
information you have on the aircraft: FLIR, INS, GPS... So basically, and I'm speculating here, 
the way it works when I use it is like this. I'm carrying a FLIR targeting pod on the aircraft. The 
F-16 knows it's precise location in space from a combination of INS/GPS. When I target a 
structure with the FLIR pod the fire control computer must make the calculation of where the 
target is relative the F-16 which, through a very high-tech abacus, derives the precise location 
of the target and feeds that information to the JDAM. 
 
The act of actually targeting and firing the JDAM is exactly like that of the Maverick. I simply 
slave the air-to-ground radar to the target steerpoint (which puts me in the vicinity). Once I 
designate that point on the ground I switch to the FLIR image, which hopefully will have the 
target in a wide angle view. I then simply move the FLIR crosshair over the exact point I want 
to target, hit the lock again and then wait for the targeting carat to drop into the "launch zone" 
and then hit the pickle button. I don't know if it is because the targeting is modeled on the 
Maverick type, but when you launch JDAMs you get a roaring sound that sounds like a Maverick 
motor going off..which isn't the way it should be because the JDAM has no propulsion other 
than gravity..but it works!  It is fire and forget too..you don't have to lase the target, or hold 
lock. I was able to ripple 5 JDAMs on one pass on this mission..which is nice compared to LGBs 
where you have to constantly lase the target until impact and fly rather sedately so you don't 
mask the targeting pod. 
 
I really need to try the precision waypoint JDAM method too...just to round out my experience 

  
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

MolonLabe  
Member  
Member # 19679  
 

 posted 07-28-2004 10:56                       

I don't know if it is because the targeting is modeled on the Maverick type, but when 
you launch JDAMs you get a roaring sound that sounds like a Maverick motor going 
off..which isn't the way it should be because the JDAM has no propulsion other than 
gravity..but it works! 
 
After reading your post last night I built a training mission for myself with JDAMs, super simple 
where I just have a big radar installation right in front of me. By the end of the night I'd flown it 
once and hadn't quite figured it out, but that's because I forgot to put a targeting pod on the 
plane and the bombs won't work with just the radar. But I also noticed the Maverick sound 
effect and thought, "gee, wait a minute..." 
 
EDIT: Does anyone know how to attach a targeting pod to the F16 in the mission editor? I'm 
trying to get this training mission built and I can't find which version of the plane has the 
targeting pod, and I can't attach one in the munitions window. 
 
[ 07-28-2004, 13:14: Message edited by: MolonLabe ] 

Registered: May 2004  |  IP: Logged 

Swordsman422  
Member  
Member # 18252  
 

 posted 07-28-2004 11:15                       

Sheesh, talk about trashed... 
 
If I need to sneak up on a J-11 like that, I usually go low, turn of the radar, and let the AWACS 
keep an eye on him while I use the terrain to hide my approach, the rocket up and pop him. 
Odd, they usually aren't smart enough to turn the antennae down when they're tooling around 
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at angels 20. 
 
Good read though. Awful thing about that flight. Just couldn't resist one more chance for an air-
to-air could you?   
 
-------------------- 
Give a kid a toy, it'll entertain him for a week. Give a kid a cardboard box, and you're good til 
next Christmas. 

From: Atlanta, GA | Registered: Jan 2004  |  IP: Logged 

Deathscythe  
Member  
Member # 13891  
 

 posted 07-29-2004 09:51                          

Beach, next time you go up against an enemy with more numbers but less weapons, split your 
flight. Well before engagement range, have one element break right while you take your wingie 
left. Ensure enough lateral separation that it would take the bandit and his missiles a longer 
time to engage each element. Then either get your wingman to engage while you continue 
dragging away or engage yourself. Keep the enemy occupied so the element that is unengaged 
can burn through for a shot. 
 
Looking at that Flanker pic, that J-11 only has two R-77 missiles, so he can only engage two F-
16s simultaneously at any one time. After that, he either has to engage each member of your 
flight singly with Alamos, or close in to IRST range for R-27T (or ET) or R-73 shots. If you split 
up your flight, he will a much more difficult time attacking and defeating all four F-16s because 
whenever he turns to engage one, theoretically, there should be a Viper sneaking up his tail. 
Once you get within Sidewinder range, it should be free-sailing from there with four Vipers. 

From: Canada | Registered: Dec 2002  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
Member  
Member # 3055  
 

 posted 07-29-2004 11:45                          

Yeah..I thought about that after the fact (while I was sitting in my smoking hole). It was pretty 
piss poor wing management on my part..I should have done the classic manuever of splitting 
my flight..giving the side aspect advantage to at least 2 of the 4 aircraft in the flight. I also 
wondered what would have happened had I given my wingman the lead..I wonder if the AI then 
prioritizes him as the primary target (hey...a little wingman sacrifice is character building for 
them..hehe..).  
 
The J-11 originally had a full load of Atolls and Archers...that picture I posted of him was after 
his first two AA-12s were launched.... 
 
Great advice though...now I hope I can remember and apply it next time   
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Deathscythe  
Member  
Member # 13891  
 

 posted 07-29-2004 14:14                          

Aw, come on Beach, your engagement wasn't that bad  I got entire 8-ships decimated under 
my wing before I decided to split up my flight to engage a superior enemy. 
 
Also, if you really want to be smart, it helps if you take one element, the one being engaged, 
10 000 ft or less, while the other streaks in at 30 000ft, but further back. If Falcon 4.0 is 
anything like the Janes sims or LOMAC, the big-sticks on the eastern bloc aircraft will have a 
much shorter range in the much more dense air at lower altitudes, so it gives the enemy less 
time to engage all the element all at once. Meanwhile, the other element, the one high, would 
benefit because their missiles would be travelling through relatively thin air and thus would 
have more range. Thus, theoretically, while the enemy engages the lead pair of Vipers at low 
altitude, the trailing pair at high altitude should be able to streak in for the kill from above. 
 
But then again, your wingman plowed into the ground from above and you crashed before even 
ejecting, so you probably knew that  
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